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ABSTRACT
Now a day is an Automobile garage, it is very difficult to remove the cylinder liner
for that we have to dismantle the engine fully for removing a cylinder liner without
hydraulic press. It intakes more time and heavy work. To overcome all this difficulties
we adopted a new system named “Fabrication of hydraulic cylinder liner puller”. In
this project, there is a triple column by which a rod is connected to it. At the centre of
the column a Hydraulic jack is provided to lift the column. A rod is connected to the
puller to remove the cylinder liner. We have to remove the head of the engine piston,
crank case, and connecting rod. Then inserted the Pulling rod into the cylinder liner.
When the hydraulic jack is operated pulling rod pull the liner very easily without
damage to the other liner. This project is applicable for all heavy and light vehicles.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A Hydraulic cylinder liner puller is a device which enables the single persons to operate it alone
and Remove the cylinder from engine block without removing the engine block from the chassis
of the Engine. So special skill is needed to operate or remove the liner from the engine block.
It can widely use. It is to Fit on the engine block and removing. It is need not necessity of work
place for setting the puller. This can be effectively used for removing cylinder liners for such
as LEYLAND 370, BENZI 1210E, Perkins and generators oil engines etc [1-6].

2. HISTORY OF HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS
The hydraulic cylinder liner puller is a mechanical device which widely used in automobile
works. The hydraulic cylinder liner puller increases the efficiency of the man power in
removing the liner from the engine block. The reason for the development and in the
introduction of the hydraulic cylinder liner puller is given below. The hydraulic cylinder liner
puller is one of the improved hand operated device. The operation of removing cylinder liner
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from the engine block done by this device can also be don be by other methods. But this one is
very compact, simple and versatile. Now a day the removing of cylinder liner from engine block
is carried out by hydraulic devices. But in this case the engine block must be removed from
chassis of engine. Since it needs more than one person and it will make more time consuming
and increases the cost of reconditioning the liners. The workers strained very due to heavy
weight of engine blocks. Also they felt that it was not safety as the engine blocks removed from
the chassis. Also great care should be taken out damage engine block and to prevent injury to
the persons engaged. Development of more than two persons to remove engine block from
chassis and then to remove liner from engine block is not only the great loss to the automobile
workshops but also wastage of time and increased labor cost resulting the over head cost of
reconditioning the liners[7-13].

3. WORKING PRINCIPLE
This device is worked by the principles of hydraulic lifting system. To except the pulling power
to remove the liner from the engine block. This is operated by hydraulic power without use of
man power. As the bottom flange has a step which is settled below the bottom portion of the
liner in the cylinder block, makes to provide grip or support between the bottom portions by
connecting of each with other. This bottom flange having a centre hole. A centre rod into the
bottom flange. The centre rod projections top of the engine block. Then a top flange is
connected at the top of the centre rod. This top flange positioned at the top of a hydraulic jack.
If we lift the jack, the top flange pulled the centre rod. So the centre rod raided with bottom
flange gradually with liner. Thus the liner removed. This is the principle of operation of the
“HYDRAULIC CYLINDER LINER PULLER”.

4. DESIGN CALCULATION
Before opening the jacks, first insert the notched end of the handle into the release valve, turn
the operating handle clock wise until release valve is closed. Do not over tighten the valve.
Insert operating handle into the socket and ram is steadily raised by the load is thus raised. The
ram will stop rising when the required height is reached. Lower the ram by turning the release
valve. Counter-clockwise with the notched end slaked it slowly when a load is applied or
accidents would occur. Before operating, estimate the weight of the load. Do boot overload the
jack beyond its rated load. Select point of action according to the gravitational centre place the
jack on the hardness ground if necessary; place a hard plank under the jacks so as to avoid
tottering or falling during operation. When more than one jack is used at the same time is
important to operate the different jacks at a speed with equal load. Otherwise, there is danger
of falling of the entire fixture. For best results use specially blended jack oil. If such oil is not
readily obtainable, the equivalent international oil specification is SAE10.Violent shocks must
be avoided during the operation. Do not overload, do not adjust the valve.

Maximum load=4000kg
BOTTOM FLANGE
It is made up of mild steel. The middle screw rod one is fixed to this bottom flange.
Length=300mm

TOP FLANGE
It is made up of mild steel. The hydraulic jack is lifting this top flange.
Length=300mm
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SQUARE PLATE
Material selection, weld ability, toughness, low cost, hardness, easily to machine, and easily
available in the market.
Machines used ;
Lathe, drilling and shaping machines
Quantity;
1
Area;
250mm*250mm
Thickness
;
8mm

SCREW ROD
Material;
C15
Material selection
; due to weld ability ability, toughness, low cost, hardness, easy to
machine, and available in the market.
Quantity;
4
Length;
350mm
Diameter of: 16mm

LIFTING R0D
This is made up of C15 material. This rod is used to lifting the hydraulic cylinder puller.
Quantity:
2
Length;
450mm
Diameter of; 16mm

CENTRECIRCULARPLATE
Inner diameter;
16mm
Outer diameter;
85mm
Thickness;
8mm
Area of circular plate= (3.14/4)*(d1^2-d2^2)*thickness
= (3.14/4)*(85^2-16^2)*8
=437.87mm^2

Stress
Maximum stress of MS Rod is 120N/mm^2
stress =load/area
=(4000*9.81)/437.87
=89.61 N/mm^2 <120N/mm^2
So design is safe.

5. FABRICATION DETAILS
Fabrication of hydraulic cylinder liner puller is quite simple, but the fabrication work is not a
fixed one. The fabrication device is done one work spot in each operation time. First the bottom
flange is positioned at the bottom and top of the cylinder liner. The one inch square thread main
rod is inserted freely through the centre holeof the bottom flanges. One of the top flanges
inserted in the one inch main rod on the top flange. It is also tightened by square nut with main
rod. The G.I pipes positioned with supporting rods on the engine block. Supporting plate placed
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over the G.I pipe and tightens by ½” nuts with supporting rod. The hydraulic jack is placed over
the supporting plate. Again the one of the top flange over the jack top side. The top flanges
connected by means of two ½” rods through supporting plate. The jack is lifted by a handle.
Thus this device is fabricated. After removing on liner if we want to remove another liner the
fabrication will be matched and then fabricated once again. Thus this device is fabricated again
and again to remove number of liner from cylinder block [13-20].

6. CONCLUSION
We the project designers of the HYDRAULIC CYLINDER PULLER hope and belief that the
automobile workshop will definitely welcome this, as there are many advantages in using this
device. It occupies less space and it can be directed to any work spot. It is quick acting device.
Only one person is enough to do operation and can perform individually. The hydraulic cylinder
liner puller reduces the man power. It also reduces the occurrence of accident causing injuries.
Great showing is achieved by reduction of labor cost and handling time. This reduces overhead
cost of reconditioning the cylinder liner puller and employ single person instead of more than
two. Although there many advantage the different size of the flanges has to be used when non
standards liner to be removed. Now the hydraulic liner puller which has developed is suitable
only for standard size liners such as LEYLAND-370, BENZI-1210E, and PERKINS etc.
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